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“What Gets Measured Gets Done”




Why Not Performance Measures?
It costs too much
What to collect & where to start?
Lacking reliability, confidence, or resolution in data
Data overload…how to make it useful?
Software gives me answers that are “close enough”
Arterial Performance Background
NCHRP 3-79: Measuring the Performance of 
Auto Traffic on Urban Streets
























Concept for Arterial Performance Management
Agree upon outcomes and measures
Establish best data collection technologies & approach
Leverage existing infrastructure and mainstream collection
Fuse different data sources into a complete picture
Establish institutional agreements and resources








Monitor to determine/confirm problem, 
appropriate solutions, and 
on-going performance metrics
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Users of Arterial Performance Data & Information
• want to understand future needs and how to invest wisely
Planners
• want to know how well this system is working
Engineers/Operators
• want to investigate trends and ideas
Modelers & Researchers





Criteria for Top Arterial Performance Candidates
Street is of Regional Importance
Frequent Transit Service
Basic Corridor Readiness
Signal & Comm System                                      
to Automate 
Pilot Project – 82nd Avenue Key Findings
Successfully Leveraged Existing Infrastructure to 
Semi-Automate Multi-modal Data Sources
Data interfaces are missing or incomplete
Recognize strength & weakness of data sources











Transit Performance Data (TriMet)
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BluetoothTM “Probe” Permanent Locations
BluetoothTM “Probe” Speed & TT
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Probe Data  24/7
BluetoothTM Origin-Destination
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Fleet “Probe” Data (InrixTM)
Probe Data Comparison – Pilot Evaluation
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Controller Logs = Timing Effectiveness
Service Delay Log
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Service Delay Log: Pedestrians
% Arrival on Green = Timing Effectiveness
WESTBOUND
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Red Clearance Extension 
Summary Arterial Performance Measures
Transit
 On-Time Performance, Ons/Offs, 
Travel Time, # of TSP requests
Pedestian
 Number of ped phases served, 
Transit Ons/Offs, ped delay
Bicycle




Summary Arterial Performance Measures
Freight
 # of trucks (length-based),  # of truck priority requests
Autos
 # of vehicles (sys det or controller log), travel time, speeds, delay, % 
arrival on green, max outs v. gap outs 





Next Steps – Improved Interfaces
Next Steps – Validation & Research
Inrix, Bluetooth, Bike Counts, Controller Logs, GUIs
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Next Steps – Continued Pilot Projects
Outreach Workshops
Target Funded Upcoming Capital Projects




Appropriateness for Objectives/Outcomes &
 Know outcomes first
 No gadgets for gadgets sake
Ease of Use are of the utmost importance
 Time is a valuable commodity
 Interfaces to other systems/devices
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Questions / Discussion?
Shaun Quayle
squayle@kittelson.com; 503-228-5230
